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Tick the correct answer for the following Questions: 1x15=15   
1. The quarrel was between the mountain and the 

i.   squirrel ii. rabbit iii. cat 
2. Bun has no doubt that the mountain is 

i. noble  ii. kind  iii. big 
3. Unlike a mountain, the squirrel can crack a  

i. joke   ii. lock  iii. nut 
4.  The mountain called the squirrel

i. Little Bun  ii. Little Prig   iii. Little Spry 
5. The squirrel is ___________ than the mountain  

i. Larger   ii. Stronger  iii. Sprier   
6. The mountain can carry ______________ on its back   

i. forests ii. Villages  iii. Men 
7. To the squirrel it is not a disgrace to  

i. Occupy his place  ii. Not be able to carry forests      iii. Crack a nut  
8. The squirrel doesn’t deny that 

i. The mountain makes a very pretty squirrel track
ii.  All sorts of weather makes up a year 
iii. Their talents differ   

9. How many times does the mountain speak in the poem?  
i. Once  ii. Twice  iii. Never   

10. “And I think it no disgrace/ to occupy my place” means 
i. Wisdom always gets the better of strength 
ii. Everything in this world has its own value
iii.  Nothing can be achieved without hardwork 

11. Replace the underlined word with a correct phrasal verb: Rabi met his friend in the park.
i. Came across   ii. Ran into  iii.   Came into    

12. Replace the underlined word with a correct phrasal verb: Tanushree cannot tolerate cruel 
behaviour. 
i. Put off ii. Put against iii. Put up with 

13. Replace the underlined word with a correct phrasal verb: His proposal was rejected. 
i. Turned down  ii. Turned out iii. Turned into 

14. Fill in the blank with the correct passive tense: The solution to this problem ___________ by Ashim. 
i.  know ii. known iii. Is known 

15. Fill in the blank with the correct passive tense: A letter __________ by me. 
i. Had written  ii. Will written iii. Had been written 
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